Identification of two novel mutations in the murine Nsdhl sterol dehydrogenase gene and development of a functional complementation assay in yeast.
Nsdhl is a 3beta-hydroxysterol dehydrogenase that is involved in the removal of C-4 methyl groups in the cholesterol biosynthetic pathway. Mutations in this gene are associated with the X-linked male lethal mouse mutations bare patches (Bpa) and striated (Str) and human CHILD syndrome. We have now detected the missense mutations V53D and A94T in conserved amino acids in two additional Bpa alleles. The latter alters the same amino acid as a missense mutation found in two unrelated CHILD patients, strongly suggesting that differences in the phenotype between Bpa mice and females with CHILD syndrome are unlikely to be explained by different types or sites of mutations. We have also demonstrated that the mouse NSDHL protein can rescue the lethality of erg26 deficient cells of Saccharomyces cerevisiae that lack the yeast ortholog, substantiating the role of NSDHL as a C-3 sterol dehydrogenase. Using this in vivo assay, we have demonstrated that two Str alleles function as hypomorphs, while three Bpa and one Str allele provide no complementation or rescue.